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About This Game

Three goats. Two bridges. One corgi. Zero margin of error.

Goats on a Bridge adapts the classic Norwegian fairy tale, Three Billy Goats Gruff, as an inventive new platformer that has
players controlling not one, but two goats at the same time. That’s twice the capra-control of Goat Simulator! Sadly, this has the

makings of a tragic tale.

Tempo and Chubbs’ poor brother has been abducted by an evil troll, and it’s down to you to direct the pair as they jump, dodge
and roll their way across a series of hazardous bridges to track down their lost sibling. There’ll be bizarre collectibles, accessory-

selling amphibians and even an energetic corgi to help you on your adventures. Just be sure not to let your four-legged friends
plummet into the water. That’d really get their goat.

Features

2 Different Game Modes
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Single-player, co-operative and competitive herding

10 time-based levels challenge players to secure all 3 stars

Visit the Stash to admire your recently discovered Rainbow Toast

A sophisticated frog sells bold accessories to customize your characters at the Stump

Dash Mode turns the game into a procedurally generated endless runner

Supports PS3™, PS4™, Xbox 360™ & Xbox One™ Controllers

Doesn’t require much RAM… (yeah, we went there)
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Title: Goats on a Bridge
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cabygon
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3+

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 2nd Generation Intel Core HD Graphics (2000/3000) or dedicated GPU with OpenGL 3.0 Support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL-compatible

English
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goats on bridge ledge. two goats on a bridge moral. goats crossing bridge story. two goats on a bridge story. goats on newcastle
bridge. goats on bridge in penn. goats stuck on bridge in pa. goats under bridge in pa. goats bridge texas. goats on a bridge in pa.
goats on bridge pittsburgh. two goats on a bridge story in marathi. goats bridge stuck. goats on the bridge pa. goats bridge
sarajevo. goats on bridge npr. goats on bridge pennsylvania turnpike. goats on a bridge pa. goats stuck on bridge pa. goatsbridge
caviar. goats on bridge pa turnpike. two goats on a bridge. goats on a bridge game. goats across a bridge. goats on a bridge. goats
head bridge. goats on bridge video. goats bridge troll. goats brooklyn bridge park. goats on mahoning river bridge. goats cross
bridge. goats on highway bridge. goats man bridge denton tx. 3 goats on a bridge. goats stranded on a bridge. goats on bridge
rescue. goats on mahoning bridge. goats across a bridge story. goats on bridge coffs harbour. two goats on a bridge story in
english. goats bridge wikipedia. goatsbridge trout farm. two goats on a bridge story in hindi. 2 goats on a bridge. goats creek
bridge. goats man bridge location. goats across a bridge story in hindi. goats man bridge. goats on the bridge. story of two goats
on a bridge. goats on side of bridge. goats stuck on a bridge. goats stranded on bridge beam. ghost adventures goatman bridge.
goats under bridge. goats on bridge oklahoma

This game is addicting and adorable! I enjoy the adorable characters and the art style is absolutely amazing. I had to get this
game once I saw how cute it was, and, as you can tell from my hours on record for this game, I have been having a blast! The
levels are challenging and well thought out. I found them difficult at times and took very long to beat, but with a lot of patience,
and the will of a stubborn billy goat, I've been able to push through!

I'm still not done all the levels, but I've noticed that for some platforms\/obstacles, the characters get hit by them quite a few
pixels before it even appears. I understand the layout is as a rectangle or square most of the time, but this did get on my nerves
from time to time.

I have recommended this game to many of my friends and I really hope you'll be making more levels! I'll be looking forward to
it! Maybe even a new character if you are up for it!. As far as small indie games go, it's hard to get better than this. As other
reviews have already stated, it's a small test in frustration, in a lesser "Super Meat Boy" kind of way. The game is very fair in
how it plays, and there is nothing wrong with the controls, however when you control two characters (Goats!) at once you realize
your brain is not agreeing with your fingers.

It's a cute game with achievements, trading cards, it tests your hand\/eye coordination, it's cheap to purchase and tells a story of
life, loss, redemption, greed, gluttony and grass.

*Please note that many, many, many goats were hurt in the making of this review. I regret nothing about this, nor my purchase
and would recommend this to anyone on the fence twelve times out of ten. Happy hunting.. The cutest, most adorablest game
that will ever make you ragequit after the second level. This game is so frustrating! QAQ But it's SO CUTE so it's okay! <3
BUT IT'S SO FRUSTRATING >A<;; But it's so kyoot. .3.
I lovehate this game. Best game ever.. -Family friendly game.
-A fun game to play.
-Best to be played using a controller (Xbox One controller works after installing the driver from Microsoft's Website)
-Game character design are cute!!! Wish there are game merchandise like a stuffed toy. I would definitely buy those game
merchandise. Developers? Are you reading this??? Need game merchandise such as stuffed toy!!!
-Challenging to play but not intimidating.
-The OST blends right into the gameplay making it lively.

In this game. basically the player controls both characters at the same time. Left half of the controller is reserved for the brown
goat. Right half of the controller is reserved for the white goat (or sheep?).

Love the OST!!!. Local coop is very fun, and it's really challenging although the game looks easy.. I completed the game without
even dying once. I don't get what the fuss is about.

Edit:

Lol actually I died a zillion times but I had a lot of fun.

Pros:
- Cute animals
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- Fun simple platformer. That's simple as in not many controls but not simple as in easy :P
- Challenging levels (starts easy but get ultra hard). You will die A LOT with or without a second player at the keyboard. I
thought another person would make the final few levels easier... I really did >_< Oh god. The dying. So much. So often.

Cons:
- Not a fan of the collapsing bridge later on. I mean it's doable but it's tougher than it needs to be. It's crazy hard even without it
:P It should be an optional feature.

Overall:
- You must play it at least once and get your friends to try it too.
- Don't tell them how hard it'll be. I always enjoy the initial "Oh that doesn't look too hard" hehehehehehahahahahaahohohohoho
:D. Game: "You sure you aren't really a goat?"
Me: *Blush* Oh stop it, you!

If you like goats (like me), or if you like platformers (like me), but most games are too easy for you (like they are for me), and
if you have no clue how to play the piano (with both hands at the same time anyway) (like me), but want to compensate for your
failure and lack of motivation and effort in learning the piano with a silly video game about little goats (exactly like me), then
wow, you're going to like this game! (Just like me!)
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I like this game :D Very short, so take that into consideration, but also not that expensive. Enjoyable gameplay, good music, cute
goats. Pretty difficult if playing it single player and for a more casual play you can play it multiplayer. Again, not a big game,
but not everything needs to be. Great job developers!. A cute and surprisingly fun game. Although the main story is short, the
endless mode alleviates this somewhat. Doesn't lose its charm as fast as other goat-themed games. The only thing that is sorely
missing is online multiplayer.. This game hurts my brain, and that is a good thing. Its always good to go out and exercise your
body, and I actually feel like this exercises my mind in a sense. Controlling one goat with each side of a controller is very
difficult, but in a good way. This game is frustrating, hilarious, and fun! My only issue with it is that the music is a bit repetitive,
but that's easily fixed with a mute button. Do yourself a favor and play with a 360 controller. So what are you waiting for? Grab
a controller and rip your hair out! It's fun! -PR0XIDIAN. A very unique way to elevate eye-hand combo when controlling 2
characters at once, I must say. But even better when you playing this with someone else. I played this with my friends and my
little sister a couple of stages, to see who can reach the finish line first without being knocked out (we're all being K.O. ofc
*laugh*). And they found this game was very fun, we really enjoy it, 10\/10. Keep up the good work!. Very cute game with
relatively easy controls and a straight foward goal. My favorite part is the "portal" (which is really just randomly generated maps
for your goats) which is super fun! and super rewarding with the achievements for it. Highly recommend if you're looking for a
sweet game to spend some time on! Plus cute goats.. It's about Goats .......... ON A BRIDGE!!!!!. This game is really,
surprisingly, very fun.

In some ways, it's obviously a port of a mobile game. But, it's at least been done very well. When using an X-Box controller, the
game is configured properly on first startup, so you can jump right in without any setup. The controls are appropriately
responsive, and when I make a mistake, it does genuinely feel like it was my own fault and not the fault of the game not reading
my inputs properly.

The game is also just so very colorful and fun and cute. And that's important, because this game is very hard. Hard, and fair, but
hard. And you will fail. A LOT. But because the game is so colorful and fun, it really does a lot to prevent you from getting too
frustrated at your failures.

The only shortcoming I've come across is that, while you can do local multiplayer, it's very difficult (maybe impossible) to
configure it such that two people can be on two controllers. You either need to have one on controller and the other on
keyboard, or both players on one keyboard (which is a bit awkward), or both on one controller (which is extremely awkward).
Multiple controller support would go a long way towards making multiplayer a lot more fun.

tl;dr It's cute, it's hard, it's fair, it's fun. In total honesty, for $5, well worth it.. Game can get fustrating, but thats a good thing
means I'm actually playing the game and not doing it for me.

The dual control system is nice, works well and using an Xbox 1 controller and just works fine with the preset mapping and no
need to configure it, you take control of each goat and watch them die many many times, at this point there is no more
Sympathy to be had here in their bleeting moments.

Game looks very polished and works right out of the box for me, I do enjoy challanging games, dont let the aethestics fool you,
its far from a cute game, its punishing more then most games out there.

If anyone plays games from the touhou series, its that level of fustration that can get to you.

Personally give this game a try, very few games and I can only think of one that even plays like this, its nice to see more
innovation in games that lets us play games in a more interesting way rather.. the game is simple and fun but dont let that
decieve you!, its actually pretty difficult but very enjoyable, and the music suits the game perfectly, by like stage 5 i died 34
times XD but this game is awesome, definately worth the purchase plus GOATS! who doesnt like goats.. Fun and cute looking
game, but a real challange when it comes down to it!! It was a great experience and would recommend to anyone who is looking
for something fun to play!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rDtIDhIM5kY
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